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Abstract

The question this experiment was made to solve was  if a battery could be made by utting

Miracle grow in water which has nails in it. The project had many parts including finding the

electrical charge of Miracle Grow over concentration differentials, isolating chemical

components to find the stem of the electron conductivity, and working on sequencing Miracle

Grow batteries. The starting hypothesis was that if Miracle Grow is placed in 500ml of liquid at

concentration of 2, 10, 15 , and 20 percent, then the one that will give off the largest voltage will

be the 20% mixture because it has the most of the chemical solution included for the reaction to

interact with. This turned out to be false as the 10 and 15% mixtures were slightly more

conductive than the 20% solution. The p-value for this showed insignificant error with a value of

.3. The second hypothesis was that copper sulfate when placed in a jar of water with a round of

zinc coated nails would have the most conductivity out of boric acid, copper sulfate, and zinc

sulfate, because the copper causes a redox reaction and displaces the zinc. This had an

insignificant amount of errors while testing shown with a p-value of .23. Our third hypothesis

was if Miracle Grow was combined in a large container with water and copper coated nails then

a battery can be charged through the reactions of the chemicals to the nails.
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Researchable Question

Can a battery be created by putting Miracle Grow in water which also contains nails?

Hypotheses

If Miracle Grow is placed in 500ml of liquid at concentration of increasing percentage

then the one that will give off the largest voltage will be the 20% mixture because it has the most

of the chemical solution included for the reaction to interact with.

If zinc sulfate is placed in a jar of water with a round of zinc coated nails would have the

most conductivity out of boric acid, copper sulfate, and zinc sulfate, because the copper causes a

redox reaction and displaces the zinc.

If Miracle Grow is put into four containers and tested in the sequences of 1 increasing

number of containers together, then the one with 4 jars combined will have a voltage larger than

the other sequenced combinations.
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Background Research

A battery works because it stores energy in the form of chemicals and converts it into

electrical energy. Batteries are often composed of one of many electrochemical cells. Those

electrochemical cells have two electrodes which have an electrolyte in between. Electrons flow

from their negative electrode, the anode, to the positive one causing a reaction to occur. There

are chemical reactions happening at both electrodes that allow the electrons to accumulate and

move. The reaction happening is a reduction-oxidation reaction also known as a redox reaction.

As the anode oxidizes there is a loss in electrons. An electrochemical cell can be formed by any

conducting two materials that are reacting with differing standard potentials. The stronger of the

two materials will end up taking electrons from the weaker material.

The cell's electrochemical potential comes from the electrode's standard potential which

determines the cell's voltage. The difference increasing between the electrodes also causes the

voltage to go up. Stacking cells together can cause an additive effect on the battery and thus

increase the voltage.

Some batteries are only able to be used once others can be recharged. In the case of

rechargeable batteries the reaction between electrodes can move backwards and start over,

increasing the battery's lifespan. The electrons that were taken are given back to the anode as

well as the ions that went into the electrolyte being returned. When both the ions and electrons

are back into the electrode the battery is ready to run again. The process of being recharged does

cause some damage to the battery and makes it lose its performance as it goes forward. That

means that batteries do not last forever.

This information on batteries could be useful in this experiment because it tells about the

reactions happening and the recharging process. The experiment uses chemicals which have this
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reaction and the redox reaction going on giving it a charge. Background information of the

chemical interactions happening explains why the voltage is produced. The knowledge given

also makes it more apparent of the possibility for batteries to recharge. This experiment with

Miracle Grow is an unknown area of battery use and therefore the possibility of it being

rechargeable is something to be explored.

Water is a necessary part of life and is used in many chemical reactions. When two

positively charged hydrogens combine with a negatively charged oxygen the result is an

asymmetrical molecule. The differential in the water's charge is the polarity and is what tells how

water will interact with other molecules. The positive end of the water molecule attracts negative

molecules and the negative end attracts positive molecules. Since there are two sides that attach

to other molecules, water forms strong bonds with polar molecules surrounding it.

Water can easily dissolve many solutes because the water molecules  go in between

molecules and break them down, making it dissolve. Water is considered a universal solvent

since it can dissolve and break down many other polar molecules when combined. Water helps

with cell transport and uses oxygen and nutrients to do so. Water helps to maintain a cell's

structure by filling cells with water. The shape of a cell is important in a cell's biochemical

processes and is aided by the water molecules maintaining the structure of the cell. A bilayer

consisting of hydrophobic and hydrophilic cells surrounds a cell and controls what can pass

through. Because of the bilayers important molecules are kept on the inside of the cell and

harmful molecules are left on the outside of the cell.

The chemical reactions of water build and breakdown parts of the cell. The production of

DNA and proteins come when a reaction occurs producing water as a byproduct. Water helps to

break down larger molecules so the cell can gain nutrients. Water keeps acids and bases out of
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the cell as a protection mechanism. The water does this by either losing or gaining a hydrogen

counteracting the acid or base substance. The loss of a hydrogen makes it a base and the addition

of one makes it an acid. There are no other molecules that are like water which could do the

things that water does.

It is important to understand the makeup and function of water since it will be used in this

experiment. Water is used in order to dilute substances to form an overall liquid. For the

experiment Miracle Grow will be put into water in order to have it dissolved and also diluted. To

dilute the sample more water will be added than the amount of Miracle Grow added. The

chemical processes which can happen in water also give background information on what could

be occurring in the experiment.

Miracle grow is fertilizer that is widely known and used especially for growing flowers

and vegetables. There are many chemical components within Miracle Grow in order to increase

performance in plants. These include but are not limited to zinc sulfate, potassium chloride, boric

acid, copper sulfate, and ammonium phosphate. For this experiment the zinc sulfate, boric acid

and copper sulfate will be tested individually for their energy conduction. The purpose of zinc

sulfate in the fertilizer is to help with the function of plant growth proteins as well as playing a

role in synthesizing proteins. Copper sulfate’s purpose is by aiding the plant in metabolizing

nitrogen. Boric acid has many functions in the miracle of growing plants, some playing a role in

seed development and cell division. It also helps with the formation of cell walls and

membranes.

Materials

- 16 Mason jars

- Copper sulfate crystals (20 grams per trial)
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- Zinc sulfate powder (20 grams per trial)

- Boric acid powder (20 grams per trial)

- Scale

- Measuring boat/graduated cylinder

- Copper wire

- Connected round of zinc coated nails

- Voltmeter

- Water

- Distilled water

- Bucket

- Gloves and protective gear

Operational Definitions

Concentration - The amount of a substance within a certain volume of a solution.

Voltmeter - A device used to measure the voltage.

Voltage - The amount of pressure pushing electrons through a circuit. Also defined as the

electric potential difference.

Procedures

Round 1:
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1. We got the scale setup and prepped the jars.

2. In order to prep the jars we started by cutting a line of 30 of the nails off of their roll.

3. These nails then go into the jar and are placed to line the interior of the jar.

4. We then had to strip wires which had one end wrapped around the nails within the jar

attached on the wire which connects the nails.

5. We measured the jar zeroing its weight.

6. For the 5% concentration we added in 20 grams of the Miracle Grow powder before

adding in 400 grams of water.

7. The jar is then tested using a voltmeter with a copper wire attached to one end and

connecting the volte line to the copper wire in the jar.

8. This process was repeated with each concentration.

9. The 10% concentration had 40 grams of Miracle Grow and 400 grams of water.

10. The 15% concentration had 60 grams of Miracle Grow and 400 grams of water.

11. The 20% concentration had 80 grams of Miracle Grow and 400 grams of water.

12. The data for each test was recorded at its initial voltage .

13. We then tested the voltage of each concentration at 30,60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 minutes

from their initial testing.

Round 2:

1. Put on gloves and other safety equipment before touching chemicals.

2. Set up the scale as well as getting the measuring boat.

3. Set up the jars by cutting a line of 30 of the nails off of their roll.

4. These nails then go into the jar and are placed to line the interior of the jar.
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5. We then had to strip wires which had one end wrapped around the nails within the jar

attached on the wire which connects the nails.

6. We measured the jar zeroing its weight.

7. We gathered the zinc sulfate, boric acid, and copper sulfate.

8. We placed 20 grams of zinc sulfate into the jar.

9. We measured 500ml of tap water  in a graduated cylinder for precise measurements and

poured that into the jar.

10. The mixture was stirred to make sure the chemicals dissolved.

11. We checked the voltage of the zinc sulfate jar initially and after 10 minutes.

12. We repeated this process with the copper sulfate and teh boric acid.

13. We tested the tap water on its own and noticed a voltage.

14. From there going forward we did the process over using distilled water instead of tap

water.

Round 3;

1. We got the scale setup and prepped the jars.

2. In order to prep the jars we started by cutting a line of 30 of the nails off of their roll.

3. These nails then go into the jar and are placed to line the interior of the jar.

4. We then had to strip wires which had one end wrapped around the nails within the jar

attached on the wire which connects the nails.

5. We measured the jar zeroing its weight.

6. Fill the jars with 20 grams of Miracle Grow and 400 grams of water.

7. Test the voltage of one jar alone like we had done in round 1 of the experiment.

8. We connected the first and second jar with wire.
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9. We tested the voltage given off when there were two jars.

10. We repeated this with 3 jars being connected and tested the voltage of them combined.

11. We placed wire in the jars which connected them and tested the voltage of the sequence

of 4 jars.

Results

First experimental results:

Raw data

Summary table
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Graph

Anova Tests
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Second experimental results:

Raw data
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zinc sulfate

DW

Boric acid

DW

Copper sulfate

DW All Dw distilled water

initial 0.81 0.67 0.7 0.7 0.06

10 min 0.02 0.71 0.8 0.75 0.08

20 min 0.72 0.83

Graph
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Anova Tests
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Third experimental results:

Summary table
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Graph

Images

Round 1:
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Round 2:
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Round 3:

Conclusions

For round one the hypothesis was incorrect. The hypothesis was that, if Miracle Grow is

placed in 500ml of liquid at concentration of 5, 10, 15, and 20 percent then, the one that will give

off the largest voltage will be the 20% mixture because it has the most of the chemical solution

included for the reaction to interact with. This was proven incorrect because the 20 percent

mixture did not have the highest voltage but rather the 5% concentration had the highest average

output at .63. The other concentrations of 10, 15 and 20% were not far from this value but did

have a faster decrease in voltage. In terms of significance, the p-value of the first round was .3

meaning that the data is insignificant in error. The 15% concentration mixture had the highest

initial voltage at .7 but ended up having a large and fast decrease to .54 (which was the lowest
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calculated output). So overall this shows that the concentration being higher doesn't mean that

the lasting voltage will be consistent or high but rather a low starting concentration has a more

gradual depletion and a higher average rate.

For the first experimental results tap water was used instead of distilled water. While it

would have been better to use distilled water for cohesiveness of testing, there aren't many

downsides to the tap water. When testing out the concentrations within the water, those

concentrations would be the same in distilled water.

Our second hypothesis was that, if copper sulfate is placed in a jar of water with a round

of zinc coated nails would have the most conductivity out of boric acid, copper sulfate, and zinc

sulfate, because the copper causes a redox reaction and displaces the zinc. This hypothesis ends

up being incorrect as they had a charge of .7 initially and .8 after ten minutes. Although the

initial charge is not the highest, the average charge is. The initial voltage of the zinc sulfate was

.81 which alone was the largest tested voltage of the chemicals. After 10 minutes the zinc sulfate

had fallen and solidified at the bottom of the jar creating a rock of condensed zinc sulfate. When

tested again the voltage had dropped drastically down to .02 meaning that the zinc sulfate once

solidified would not have the same voltage as its initial testing.  On the other hand, when the zinc

sulfate was in tap water it kept its charge  and even gained more charge after 10 minutes. This

means that there may be some components in the tap water that keep that zinc sulfate floating

and eventually dissolve it before it can solidify at the bottom of the jar. The addition of charge

may mean that as the zinc sulfate and other chemicals react with water they are having even

more chemical reactions happening simultaneously.

During the second part of the experiment we had started by using the mixtures in tap

water. When a pattern was recognized in the results it was brought up that tap water may be the
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cause. The tap water was tested by itself and did have a voltage. From that point forward distilled

water was used to test the chemicals. This was an important change in order to see the voltage of

each chemical on its own and without fixable contaminants. The chemicals continued to have a

charge after being diluted in the distilled water showing that they work in both types of water.

Because of this change other elements were able to be determined, including the change that

happened with zinc sulfate. In tap water zinc sulfate had a charge of .69 and went up to.76 after

10 minutes. In contrast zinc sulfate in distilled water started with a charge of .81 and dropped all

the way to .02 after 10 minutes. This shows the importance of the distilled water because in the

tap water the zinc sulfate was interacting with other elements in the water making its charge last.

The zinc sulfate in distilled water solidified on the bottom of the jar in the second trial which is

why the charge dropped so far away from its initially high voltage.

For the first and second rounds of experiment the Anova and Tukey Test showed that

everything was insignificant. The p-value of the first round was .3 meaning that the data is

insignificant in error. The second round of data collection had a p-value of .23 and also had error

that was insignificant to the experiment, The null hypothesis that this data is not due to error is

accepted for both of these rounds of experimentation.

For the last round of the experiment sequencing was tested by using 4 jars connected

together with wires. Our hypothesis for this was if Miracle Grow is put into four containers and

tested in the sequences of 1, 2, 3, and 4 jars together, then the one with 4 jars combined will have

a voltage larger than the other sequenced combinations. From the data collected there seemed to

be no change in voltage when the jar number increased. That means that our hypothesis was

incorrect since one jar alone was equal to the sequence of four jars. This could be because the

amount of separate batteries doesn't matter in the ending output or may be due to other errors.
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There could have been other ways that sequencing could have been tested including by making a

salt bridge. This may have given a more accurate answer to our hypothesis.

Further Testing

There are many ways in which this experiment could be further added onto. For one

example the Miracle Grow solution could be tested to see if it's able to be recharged. Going

forward that would be something interesting to figure out. If it ends up being able to then the use

of Miracle Grow will be extended beyond only being a fertilizer. The volume and concentration

of the Miracle Grow solution would have to be tested out using the knowledge collected from the

experiments done in order to set up the most likely to work setup.

Through the data we've collected so far I have thought of another hypothesis. The data

shows that concentration of the Miracle Grow and water don't alter the results very much, at least

between the 5-20% amounts. The results also tell that the total amount (volume) of the mixture

does not change the voltage being detected. This is illustrated from the fact that our initial test in

the bucket, which had a large volume, had very similar results to the jar which only contained

400ml of water. The hypothesis from these observations would be, If the volume of a Miracle

Grow and water mixture is altered to test voltage output, then there will be the same voltage in

solutions with 100ml of water and above, because the volume of the mixture does not have an

effect on the output it gives. In order to test this hypothesis trials of volume would be done

starting at 100ml and going up in volume to 500ml and then up to 5000ml of water. For the

5000ml trial we would have to use a bucket instead of the mason jars but this should not do

much to the voltage.
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